Hearing and Tinnitus Care - Price List
Good

Premium

Pair of Battery
Pair of Battery
Hearing Aids - includes service
Single Hearing
Single Hearing
Operated Hearing
Operated
and warranty
Aid
Aid
Aids
Hearing Aids

Ultra Advanced - Level 4

3,800

Suitable For

Features*

2,640

Group conversations in challenging environments,
speech in echo, speech in wind. Socialising in
moderate-loud background noise. Open plan
office/home. Meetings and classes with multiple
speakers.

360 degree speech focus/tracking, enhanced
speech in noise functionality, echo cancellation,
wind noise reduction, high frequency boost.
Front facing speech focus in background noise.
Noise reduction and comfort, speech
enhancement relative to background hubbub,
sound location.

Advanced - Level 3

3,500

2,440

3,100

2,180

In addition to below, one to one conversations in
noisier places such as cafés.

Basic - Level 2

3,300

2,310

2,950

2,080

In addition to the below - Group conversations in
quiet environments

Separation/distinction of different voices, impulse
noise comfort.

1,980

One to one conversations in a quiet place,
environmental sounds, radio, most TV.

Frequency lowering for speech clarity, tailored
amplification, mobile phone connection possible.
Landline phone enhancement if speakerphone or
T Coil used.

Entry - Level 1

3,100

2,175

Upgrades

Pair

Single

Rechargeable

200

150

Edge Mode (Starkey only)

250

180

2,800

* Specific features are dependent on the
size/style of the model you choose, i.e. in the
ear, mini etc

Accessories and Maintenance
Wireless accessories to enhance hearing in particular applications

Price inc VAT

Description

Mobile Phone Converter

100.00

Mobiles with a headphone socket which cannot connect directly to hearing aids, e.g. Widex Evoke
Passion.

Cordless Home Phone

225.00

Landline users who cannot hear callers clearly via their RIC hearing aids and current handset

Streamer

195.00

Remote Microphone

195.00

Connects MP3 player, computer (e.g. Skype calls) or mobile phone to hearing aids to allow streaming of
audio/phone calls
A microphone worn by the person speaking/presenting which transmits their amplified voice to both
hearing aids.

Earol Spray

7.50

Standard sterile olive oil spray for removing and softening ear wax

Drying Tub & capsules

12.90

Drying tub for all type of hearing aids, with pack of 4 drying capsules.

Replacement Capsules

8.00

Pack of 4 replacement drying capsules, for use with drying tub above

Features*
Small and convenient for those with most discreet
aids who cannot connect directly
Answerphone, caller display (network dependent),
easy to use - no pairing required
Clear and crisp bluetooth connection
Reduction in background noise, hear easily at
presentations or in the car.

Maintains hearing aids and prevents damage
caused by moisture and wax.

Wax guards/filters

5.90 - 12.90

Replacement wax filters for RIC or ITE hearing aids. Brand dependent on your particular aid

Reduction in background noise, hear easily at a
distance, at a presentation or in the car.

Domes/eartips

12.90 - 15.90

Replacement domes for RIC hearing aids

Genuine, original manufacturers' product

Earmoulds

50.00

Replacement earmoulds for BTE hearing aids

Fresh earmoulds when discoloration or damage
has occurred

Batteries - pack of 60 batteries

19.00

Rayovac or Widex brand batteries. Size 312, 13, 10 or 675

Long life compared to cheaper brands

Repair Charge

99.00

Repair charge per aid outside of warranty if return to manufacturer is required

N/A
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